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INTRODUCTION
Know a little history ...
BLOCKCHAIN WHAT IS TECHNOLOGY?
Blockchain means "chain blocks" was born as a supporting actor in the revolution of bitcoin
as it is technology or coding system information that is behind the virtual currency and
supporting the entire structure.
Blockchain is a technology that allows the transfer of digital data with a very sophisticated
and completely safe way coding. It would be like the book accounting entries of a company
where all inflows and outflows of cash are recorded; in this case we speak of a book of digital
events.
In addition, this transfer does not require a centralized intermediary that identifies and
certifies the information, but is divided into multiple independent nodes together the record
and validate without need for trust between them. Once entered, the information can not be
deleted, you can only add new records, and will not be legitimate unless most of them agree
to do so.
Along the level of security provided by this system against hacking, we find another huge
advantage: although the network fell, with only one of those computers or nodes does not,
the information will never be lost or the service, as the case of to talk, continue to operate.
An example illustrating the importance of the network is distributed social networks. With
this system, blockchain centralization imposed eliminate applications such as Facebook or
Twitter when identifying or validating the origin of our messages and the integrity of data
would be guaranteed by the network nodes. [1]
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WHAT ARE CRYPTOCURRENCIES?
Usman Chohan W. (MBA, University of New South Wales, Canberra) explains that
"cryptocurrency in a digital asset that is built to function as a medium of exchange." These
exchanges are made through electronic transactions using encryption techniques to
"cryptographic technology to ensure transactional flow". That is, as we say Burniske and
White in "Cryptoassets" in this case cryptography functions as "a mechanism that allows
parties to transmit information securely with each other over insecure channels."
The concept of cryptocurrency, as we know it today, is linked to the creation of Bitcoin,
which marks a milestone by being the first to apply a powerful cryptographic system on a
platform that, as a public ledger, records and validates chronologically all transactions. This
technology is known as technology Cryptoassets or distributed accounting and operation
gives very valuable features, such as its decentralized nature and immutability of data
recorded there.
The first blockchain was conceived by its creators as an open source system, which led to the
emergence of various projects based on this protocol. Many developers created new
platforms from the structure proposed in Bitcoin mother and even discovered new uses other
than the creation of money, which allows them to generate a plurality of Cryptocurrencies or
altcoins and tokens with various functionalities. [2]
WHAT ARE THE TOKEN?
It is '' a unit of value that an organization created to govern its business model and empower
its users to interact with their products, while facilitating the distribution and sharing of
benefits among all shareholders. '' William defines Mougayar, author of '' The bussines
blockchain '', the new term of the digital economy. [3]
A "token" (in Spanish tab), as stated earlier, is a unit of value. Commonly it is issued by or
related endeavors FINTECH using a blockchain, to which may represent an asset or have
particular utility. It resembles with Cryptocurrencies that its value is accepted by a
community and there is a blockchain, but has more uses than just a means of payment,
because it can represent any fungible and marketable asset.
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The tokens are created on an existing protocol cryptocurrency in a given blockchain. In this
sense, the emergence of intelligent technology contracts, created by developers ethereum,
has meant that today many projects have chosen this network to establish their tokens.
Most of the tokens are distributed through an Initial Offer Currency (ICO, for its acronym in
English). It is a form of collective financing (crowdfunding), where enterprises or
Cryptocurrencies capture fiat money to develop your plan from interested investors, who in
turn receive tokens that have a utility or value within the project.
Bitcoin Wiki distinguishes two types of tokens: safety and utility, which is the most
commonly used classification:
TOKEN OF UTILITY
Utility tokens allow their owners to access various services offered by a platform based on a
chain of blocks. They are used to boost the microeconomics of a blockchain ecosystem,
thereby facilitating project financing. An example would be the token BAT (Basic Attention
Token) which is used by the Brave platform and is based on the blockchain of ethereum
ERC20 under the standard protocol.
SECURITY TOKEN
Bitcoin Wiki, security tokens "are a type of tokens that give the owner the right to claim their
investment interests. May be the right to participate in a legal entity to provide capital, make
a profit, be creditor or lender, etc ". Other classifications include reward tokens and tokens
backed securities. [4]
WHAT ARE THE WAVES?
It is a network block allows customers to generate their own forms of tokens. Based on
information from the wave website, users can customize tokens in just over a minute.
However, one should take time and develop a good plan for your tab. [5]
Scalability blocks network has become one of the key issues for the development of
blockchain platforms and their forecasts for mass adoption. In this respect, the network of
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Waves has been working on a technology solution that will enhance the speed of transaction
processing, making it the fastest blockchain the world.
Roger Aitken, invited Forbes published an article explaining in depth the characteristics of
this technology promises to be the "next level of evolution" of the Waves platform and began
to be tested by the community this week. The solution is called Waves-NG and is a next
generation tool that has a consensus algorithm based on the proposal of Bitcoin-NG, project
by Emin Gün Sirer academic and Ittay Eyal.
This new technology aims to put the blockchain compete with traditional Waves processors
on the market, consolidating its faster transactions and their ability to process high load
distribution such as tokens or bonds-release. Catapulting movement seeking large-scale
adoption in the near future.
Aitken points out that the main problem with the blockchain speed currently is due to its high
level of de-centralization, a reality that makes it very difficult to synchronize all scattered
over a short period of time nodes. This slow response can produce bifurcations, so-NG Waves
seeks to "minimize latency and maximize performance." [6]
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HEATH
WHAT IS IT?
It is a token created to be acquired easily, quickly and entertaining way. It is an innovative
project created with the intention of being one of the largest sources of information and
multiple domains. In addition to benefiting millions of people with our applications.
ABOUT US?
We are professionals Tics with a common vision, bringing the benefits of technology and
Cryptocurrencies Blockchain people or not they are related to the development of new
technologies and the opportunities they represent.
FOUNDERS
The founder of this initiative Heath team is composed of:
Mario Hidalgo
CEO '' Chief Executive Officer '' (Executive Director)
Professional of the Tics. Support Engineer Communications and Network Security.
At Chile.
Manuel Díaz
COO '' Chief Operating Officer '' (Head)
Professional of the Tics. Project Manager of Communication and Infrastructure
Technologies at Chile.
Erick Romero
CMO ''Chief Marketing Officer '' (Director of Marketing)
Computer Engineering student at the Maritime University of the Caribbean in
Venezuela, Web Developer, Whitepaper and Roadmap.
Coming new ICT experts to contribute to this major project will be added.
Heath has the initiative that everyone can access the world of Cryptocurrencies and
Technology Blockchain so we can give a chance to those who need extra income, raise
money or those who can’t qualify for a bank for your situation, for that matter it is so easy to
acquire this token.
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DEVELOPERS
Heath when a project to reach more people, has created a community of developers from
around the world.
With this model you can create multiple teams and thus move fast and fluid, in each of our
projects, besides giving developers an opportunity to increase their knowledge and show their
skills.
Having different views of people from different countries who contribute their knowledge in
order to add information that will grow positively the project.
Among which are:
Juan Diego Porra
Computer engineering student Simon Bolivar University in Caracas, Venezuela. Says
he's '' Blockchain Interested in technology and in the development of mobile
applications on Android, iOS ''
Sebastian Caro
Technical software development and web developer full stack, fronted, backend
databases, also developed iOS and Android apps, Colombia. He says it's '' Fascinated
by technology Blockchain so I'm constantly learning and looking for new challenges
''.
Carmelo Campos
PHP specialist. From Venezuela currently residing in Peru
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WHAT TO DO WITH HEATH?

Token other, Cryptocurrencies, dollars and Euros
From the platform https://wavesplatform.com

Find Heath chat forum where you can perform
various transactions with this token. From the
Platform https://heathfind.cl

To host your projects. From the platform
https://hosting.heath.cl/wp/

Every time you upload a picture or video from
the platform https://imagenes.heath.cl Y
https://videos.heath.cl respectively.
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HOW TO GET HEATH?
Token can be Reach at
www.heathfind.cl
For every post you post will compensate you with Heath.
The payment of this Token will be made directly to your account Heath Find, then
you decide if you want to apply for credit in your wallet to exchange them for another
Cryptoactive and fiat Euros or Dollars.
Another way to get Heath is through our App Suma Heath, this can be downloaded
from the https://apps.heath.cl/wp/suma-heath-2
You can also buy on the shelfhttps://wavesplatform.com
If you do not know how to create your address Heath, here we tell you how:
1. Let's https://wavesplatform.com/ and we '' click '' in Online Client
2. Now '' click '' Create a new account.
3. Avatar and we choose a '' click 'Continue.
4. Create a User ID and Password.
5. We '' click '' Back up now and then I understand
6. Copy seeds (Seed)
-Are 15 words we can’t lose because without these we can’t recover our
own.
You must be very clear that there is no way to recover these 15 words or
seeds (Seed)
Now '' click '' on I've writter it down
7. Now we put the words (Seed) in order and press Confirm.
8. We '' check '' in the three pictures and then Confirm and begin.
9. And since we are within the platform.
10. For our address Heath, going where our Avatar.
-The direction shows serve to Heath and Waves.
11. To change our Heath by other Token or Cryptocurrencies, click in the chart.
Then we Heath wrote in the search.
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RoapMap
HEATH INVESTORS EXCHANGES

WAVES CONTRACT SALES
Heath: emerged as an idea altogether.
Waves: platform which created the token.
Investors: people who used their confidence in investing money in the project.
Contract: agreement between the two parties to implement the project.
Exchanges: the token can be exchanged for others as well as by Cryptocurrencies, dollars
and euros.
Sales: You can perform various transactions with this Token.
STAGES:

November 2018
First stage
Launch of
www.heath.cl and
social networks
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December 2018:
Second stage:
Launching of
www.heathfind.cl

June 2019
Third stage
An application will be
created to encourage
healthy living

December 2019
Fourth stage
A GPS application
will be created
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First stage: www.heath.cl release and social networks; where you will find all the
information regarding the project.
Second stage: throwing of www.heathfind.cl; forum will be one of the largest sources
of information and multiple domains.
Third stage: an application to encourage healthy living will be created; the user will
be rewarded for taking a walk, run or perform a series of exercise routines at different
levels. You also find recipes and tips for your health.
Fourth stage: a GPS application will be created; In addition to guiding the user to
your destination, it will have rewards for different collaborations between them;
1. Report automotive traffic density.
1. Accidents.
2. Existence of some kind of danger on the road.
3. Upload photos of mall, parks, museums, subway stations, parking lots and
more.
The acquisition of this token is displayed will be very easy and entertaining.
Along with the aforementioned projects you will be creating an NGO for people who need
assistance in different fields.
SERVICES
We have until now with different services which are:

Find Heath: A chat forum where you can find many topics such as:
1. Current interest
2. Entrepreneurship.
3. Sport.
4. Video game.
5. Recipes.
6. Religion.
7. Technology and many more,
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It also has a section where you can expose your projects and in this way to get donations
Heath to carry them out, even if you want to create a theme and can’ t find the category there
is a section 'Tips'' where we will be able to propose new categories.
Hosting: Web hosting is the service that provides Internet users a system to store
information, images, videos, or any content accessible via the web.
1. All of our shared hosting packages come with '' cPanel '', the leading web
control panel that lets you manage your account easily through your favorite
web browser. No need technical expertise to manage your account.
2. All our nodes are equipped with the latest and fastest processors enterpriseclass Intel / AMD with more than 256 GB of RAM, allowing access to a
myriad of resources to all guests staying. CISCO protection and firewall
applications.
3. Our data centers (SAS 70 Type II certification), with N + 2 redundancy leader
in the industry, are equipped with multiple internet lines, emergency diesel
generators, tape libraries backups, 24/7 monitoring to ensure speed , security
and redundancy.
Images: You can win Heath to share your pictures with everyone.
How to do it?
Drag and drop where you want and start charging your pictures now. 10MB limit.
Direct links to images, thumbnails and HTML BBCode.
Videos: You can win Token Heath sharing your videos with everyone in the same
way that occurs in the above images.
However, among the purposes it is; go implementing new functions for such services as well
as be creating and increasing that list to further encourage obtaining token through Heath.
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OBJECTIVES
Being an innovative project massive impact on society.
Reach more people which would benefit from it.
Direct individuals to immerse themselves in the world of Cryptocurrencies and
blockchain Technology.
Heath in obtaining spare time.
Alternative for extra income.
Way to earn income from an easy, creative and entertaining way.
Go towards improving our services to benefits in conjunction with the client.
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CONTACT US

www.facebook.com/HeathToken

www.twitter.com/HeathToken

www.instagram.com/HeathToken/

www.t.me/HeathToken

www.heath-token.tumblr.com

www.reddit.com/user/HeathToken

www.bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5106466.0
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WEBSITES
HEATH: https://heath.cl
HEATH FIND: https://heathfind.cl
HEATH HOSTING: https://hosting.heath.cl
HEATH IMAGES: https://imagenes.heath.cl
HEATH VIDEOS: https://videos.heath.cl
HEATH APPS: https://apps.heath.cl
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